Safety footwear - under wear

**ART.AL.JALRUN - LOW SHOE WITH NEW TECHNOLOGY J-ENERGY EN20345 - S1P - SRC**


ISO8307.
Packing: 1/10.

**ART.PE.AUDACIUS - LOW SHOE “REEBOOK” EN20345 - S1P - SRC**

Sizes: 39 - 47.
Packing: 1/10.

**ART.BR.432700 - LOW SHOES “PIREO” COMPOSITE EN20345 - S1PHRO SRC**

Low shoe, upper in suede leather with 3D inserts resistant to abrasion. Malleolus padding, 3D anti-sweat lining. Rubber sole, insole with removable energy absorption at the heel. Excellent resistance to oils, anti-slip, withstands heat up to 300 °.
Sizes: 39 / 46.
Packing: 1/10.

**ART.BR.91328-01 LOW SHOE “CUBAN” EN20345 S1P SRC ESD CL. 3**

Sizes: from 36 to 46.
Packing: 1/10.

**ART.BR.91195.03 LOW SHOE “DANCE” S1PSRC**

Suede upper matrix board buttolata high quality. Breathable abrasion resistant lining, dual density PU sole, excellent oil resistance, non-slip. Interchangeable comfort pre-formed insole. Aluminum toecap and composite midsole.
Sizes: from 36 to 46.
Packing: 1/10.

**ART.FTG.MUGELLO LOW SHOE “DUCATI” S1PSRC - ESD**

Sizes: 38 - 47.
Packing: 1/10.
Safety footwear - under wear

**ART.FTG.CARVING LOW SHOE “SPORT - LITE” EN20345 - S1P - SRC**


---

**ART.AL.JALVEGA LOW SHOE - EN20345 - S1P - SRC - EN 61340-4-3-5-1**


---

**ART.AL.OSCAR - LOW SHOE PERFORED EN 20345 S1P SRC**


---

**ART.FTG.BLUES LOW - SHOE LOW “MUSIC” EN20345 - S1P - SRC**


---

**ART.BA.6200673 LOW SHOE “LIDER” EN 20345 S1P CI SRC**


---

**ART.GS.2012 LOW SHOE “SAFE” SUDE EN20345 S1P SRC**

**Safety footwear - under wear**

**ART.GS.2011 - COMPOSITE LOW SHOE**  
*COW LEATHER AND MICROFIBER - EN 20345/2011 - S1P SRC*

Low shoes blue cow leather with mesh insert. Inner breathable 3D. Technical insole removable. Sole PU foamed with insert elastic memory.

Toe cap and midsole: metal free.

Sizes: 36 / 47.

Packing: 1/10.

---

**ART.GS.2013 - LOW SHOE SPLIT LEATHER**  
*EN 20345/2011 - S1P SRC*


Sizes: from 36 to 46.

Packing: 1/10.

---

**ART.BR.20269-00 - LOW SHOE “VICTORY BOA” SOLE VIBRAM ERGO - EN20345 - S3 SRC ESD CL.3**


Sizes: 40 - 46.

Packaging: 1/10.

---

**ART.BR.432100L - LOW SHOE “CITY” S3 HRO SRC**

Shoe in soft black calfskin. Inside with breathable coating. Non-metallic toe cap and midsole. Inside and removable insole with absorption properties in the heel. Very light. Nitril rubber sole resistant to heat up to 200 °. Excellent for lavorazioni in contact with oils, acids, etc.

Sizes: 40 - 46.

Packaging: 1/10.

---

**ART.BR.91253-00 LOW SHOE “PASITOS” S3 SRC ESD “class 3”**


Sizes: 37 - 46.

Packaging: 1/10.

---

**ART.FTG.LE MANS - LOW SHOE “DUcati” S3 SRC - ESD**


Sizes: 38 - 47.

Packaging: 1/10.
Safety footwear - under wear

**ART.FT.G.ERCOLE - LOW SHOE IN COMPOSITE**
**EN 20345 - S3 SRC**

Low shoe in black leather with padded ankle, EASY AIR lining processing honeycombed. Insole ERGO TECH, antistatic and breathable nitrile sole, toe cap and midsole NON METALLIC. (Height version mod. FTG. Poseidon).

Packaging: 1/10.

**ART.FT.G.LYON - LOW SHOE IN COMPOSITE**
**ECO-LEATHER - EN 20345 - S3 SRC**

Low shoe in eco-leather inserts high tex, washable at 40 °. Padded ankle lining EASY AIR. Insole, antistatic, breathable polyurethane sole with bearing SOFT WALK inside, toe cap and midsole NON METALLIC. (Height version mod. FTG. Paris).

Packaging: 1/10.

**ART.GS.2014 - COMPOSITE LOW SHOE**
**NUBUK LEATHER - EN 20345/2011 - S3 SRC HRO**

Low shoe upper in nubuk dark grey color waterproof. Seams light grey. Inner: 3D breathable. Insole removable shock absorber. Sole-nitrile rubber resistant up to 300° colour black with white insert.
Non-metallic toe cap and midsole.
Resistant to chemical agents and optimal in the oil and gas sector.

Sizes: from 38 / 47.
Packaging: 1/10.

**ART.AL.SOPHIE - LOW SHOE “WOMAN”**
**EN20345 S1P SRC**


Sizes: 35 -42.
Packaging: 1/10.

**ART.BR.9128900 - LOW SHOE “WOMAN”**
**“SPICE” EN20345 S1P HI CI SRC**

Honeywell


Sizes: 35 -42.
Packaging: 1/10.

**ART.BA.6551607 - LOW SHOE “WOMAN”**
**EN20345 S3 SRC**

Suede upholstered nabuk Hydrotech leather lining: 3D Air circulation 320 gr., Softshell: Soft-Fit.
Sole: PU / PU ESD-plus SRC passed. tip: ALU SXT, metal free metal anti-perforation.

Sizes: 40 to 46.
Packaging: 1/10.
Safety footwear - under wear

Sole: PU / PU ESD-plus SRC passed.
ESD class 3, electrical insulation between 0.1 and 100 mῼ.
Sizes: from 40 to 46.
Packing: 1/10.

ART.BR.91373-00 - HIGHT SHOE “CUBAN”
EN 20345 - S1P SRC ESD CL.3

Honeywell

Sizes: 40-46.
Packing: 1/10.

ART.BA.6245562 HIGH SHOE WATER RESISTENT “ROCK” EN 20345 - S3 CI WR SRC

Fat nabuck leather with soft foot neck padding. 3D + dual micro lining, work. A honeycomb. Ergo soles, anti-static, transparent. Vibram® sole. Insole and Insole HRP INSOLE.
Sizes: 40-46.
Packing: 1/10.

ART.BA.8014300 HIGH SHOE WELDING WITH SOFT TARSUS COVER EN 20345 S3 HRO SRC

ART.BA.6201090 HIGHT SHOE TIMBERLAND “PRO HERO” LEATHER NUBUCK EN20345 - S3 CI SRC

( ALWAYS AVAILABLE IN BLACK LEATHER ART.BA.6201091).
Sizes: from 40 to 47.
Packing: 1/10.

ART.BA.6201090 HIGHT SHOE TIMBERLAND “PRO HERO” LEATHER NUBUCK EN20345 - S3 CI SRC

Honeywell

Sizes: 40-47.
Packing: 1/10.

ART.BA.6200672 HIGH SHOE “LINCE” EN 20345 - S3 CI SRC (IDEAL FOR WELDING)
**Safety footwear - under wear**

**ART.BR.10349-01 ANKLE BOOTS “DEALER BOOTS”**


Sizes: 40-46.

Packing: 1/10.

**ART.BR.5303704**

Hight shoe, upper black smooth grain leather with padded storm-cuff. HIGH-TEX inserts. Lining 100% honeycomb finished polyester. Insole: LIGHT & SOFT, antistatic and breathable. Sole: translucent double density polyurethane. Toe cap and midsole: metal free HRP INSOLE. (Also available in the low version FTG.Piper).

Sizes: 35 - 47.

Packing: 1/10.

**ART.FTG.BLUES**

Cotton reinforced upper, breathable cotton inner lining. The coated tip offers excellent resistance to abrasion. ERGO-FIT inner soles, anatomical and antistatic. Polyurethane double density sole. Abundant fit. Toe cap: steel, midsole HRP INSOLLE.

Sizes: 38 - 47.

Packing: 1/10.

**ART.FTG.LEGEND**


Packing: 1/10.

**ART.FTG.NICE**

Sandal upper eco leather with high-tex insert, black color, 100% polyester lining, Non-Metallic HRP Insole. Light & Soft. Insole antistatic and breathable, polyurethane sole, bending resistant, abrasion resistant, oil resistant, slip resistant, antistatic, with the “little pad” SOFT WALK inside. Plus toe protection PRO CAP. Suggested sectors of usage Building/Construction, Servicing, Mechanical Industry, Cooperative Society.


Packing: 1/10.

**ART.FTG.PARIS - HIGHT SHOE COMPOSITE**


Packing: 1/10.

**ART.FTG.NICE - SANDAL**
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**Safety footwear - under wear**

**ART.BR.81156-00**

**BOOT “MONTANA” FULL GRAIN LEATHER**

**EN20345 - S3 SRC**

- Upper full Grain-Anilina Leather-Hydrotech.
- Removable insole: Dual insulation.
- Sole: PU Dual-Density SRC passed. Toe cap: composite antiperforation: ZERO (K).
- Oil and hydrocarbon resistant. Warm heat resistance up to 120 °C.


Packing: 1/10.

**ART.AL.JALASKA**

**BOOT FULL GRAIN LEATHER**

**EN20345/2011 S3-SRC**


Sizes: from 36 to 48.

Packing: 1/10.

**ART.CO.TYPHOON**

**BOOT FOR CONSTRUCTION WORK HIGH QUALITY**

**EN20345 - S5**

- Boot with erg / nitrile Pvc compound, extremely stable tread even on the most untouched terrain. Removable and absorbent inner padding lined with fabric. Steel toe cap and midsole. High visibility reflex insert. Knurled spur to facilitate the extraction of the foot. Particularly suitable for construction work and agriculture.

Sizes: from 36 to 48.

Packing: 1/5.

**ART.BA.6246120**

**BOOT “TYLEX” FULL GRAIN LEATHER**

**EN20345 - S3 SRC**


Sizes: 35 / 49.

Packing: 1/10.

**ART.BA.6246122**

**BOOT “QUATTRO” FULL LEATHER GRAIN**

**EN20345 - S3 HI CI SRC**


Packing: 1/10.
Safety footwear - under wear

**ART.CO.THERMIC BLACK COLD INSULATION BOOT**

EN20345 - S5 CI HRO SRC

Resistant to -25 °C boots, anatomical and perfumed foottbed. The thermal comfort inside the footwear is afforded thanks to the special PU compound designed to give high insulation.

Sole: Nitrile rubber
Midsole: not metallic.
Toe cap: non-metallic TOP RETURN, 100% METAL FREE.

Particularly suitable for refineries, road works.

Sizes: from 39 to 48.

Packing: 1/6.

**ART.CO.SAFEST GR ULTRALIGHT BOOT**

EN20345 - S5 CI SRC

Boots with anatomical and perfumed plantar. Knurled spur to facilitate the extraction of the foot. Sole and leg: Polyurethane coated with anti-slip membrane. Midsole: not metallic. Toe cap: non-metallic TOP RETURN, 100% METAL FREE.

Particularly suitable for refineries, road works. (Hydrocarbon-resistant sole, inorganic acids, organic acids, alcohols, alkaline salts, heterogeneous mixtures, ketone aldehydes, organic esters)

Available also in the version with thermal insulation.

Sizes: from 38 to 48.

Packing: 1/6.

**ART.NO.MEGAJAN BOOT RESISTANT TO CHEMICAL MATERIALS GREEN COLOUR**

EN20345 - S5-SRC


Sizes: from 40 to 46.

Packing: 1/6.

**ART.CO.FINLAND THERMAL INSOLE SOCK FOR BOOTS**

Internal coating in THERMO-DRY, hollow fiber with high thermal insulation power. The layer in contact with the foot absorbs and sweats the sweat, keeping the heat-insulating interior. The bandwidth of reflective material guarantees high visibility.

(To combine with the rubber boots).

Sizes: from 36 to 48.

Packing: 1/1.

**ART.CO.BA.MB6270510 BOOT DIELECTRIC CLASS 0**

EN50321 - EN 20347 = OBE HRO SRC

Electrically insulating boot for work under voltage. Class 0, protection up to 1000V in alternating current. Made with a mixture of natural rubber. Individually tested; 10 kV leak test, 20 kV perforation test.

Sizes: from 37 to 50.

Packing: 1/1.
Safety footwear - under wear

ART.FOR.SC198N
TOE CAP FOR VISITOR EN 20345

Toe cap for visitors, made of cow leather, with elastic band with heel reinforcement. Tested 200J with steel. Weight for pair gr. approximately 430.

Sizes:
- S (35/39)
- M (40/44)
- L (45/48).

Packing: 1/5 pair.

ART.NO.IVORY
WHITE BOOT FOOD INDUSTRY
EN20345 - S4 - SRC

Upper made with “PRPro” compound, special blend (PVC) and plasticizers resistant to acids, manures and fertilizers. Soft and flexible even at low temperatures. Anatomical design for greater comfort of the leg and the foot. Special PVC sole, with very good tread, suitable for friable and oily surfaces. Shock absorption. Antibacterial polyurethane foam lining.

Toe cap: steel.

(Available col. yellow 55SRA - Art.NO.GOOREX).

Sizes: from 36 to 47.

Packing: 1/6.

ART.GS.28WF - FOOTWEAR SABOT FOOD INDUSTRY
EN20345 - S2 - SRC

Sandal with steel tip. Breathable, water repellent microfiber upper with strap elastic. Sole in anti-static and non-slip polyurethane foam injected directly into the upper. Dual density. Indicated in the following processes: meat, dairy, food, pharmaceutical.

Sizes: from 36 to 47.

Packing: 1/10.

(model cheaper art.T.AND on order)

ART.AE.7201W - MOCASSIN SHOE WHITE
EN20345 - S2 - SRC - TOE CAP COMPOSITE

Low waterproof white shoe with toe cap, microfiber upper. Polyurethane sole, midsole metal free. Breathable lining. Washable to 40°C. Indicated in the following processes: meat, dairy, food, pharmaceutical.

Sizes: from 35 to 47.

Packing: 1/10.

ART.BA.6246127 - MOCASSIN SHOE “PRO CLEAN” WHITE
EN ISO 20345 - S2 SRC - “TOP QUALITY”

Upper in white microfiber for easy cleaning. No seams to reduce forefoot minimizing the risk of contamination. Toe cap: metal free. Sole: Bacou Original. PU2D. Highly anti-slip and durable for intensive use.

Resistant to acids and bases.

Sizes: from 35 to 49.

Packing: 1/10.

ART.FTG.SWING LOW - LOW FOOTWEAR
FOOD INDUSTRY EN345 - S3 SRC

Microfiber white mocassin, 200J durable composite toe cap, water repellent upper, breathable inner lining, removable insole, polyurethane sole, oil and hydrocarbon resistant, with heel energy absorption.

Sizes: from 37 to 47.

Packing: 1/10.

Honeywell
**ART.AE.20W C LOW SHOE FOOD INDUSTRY WITH LACES - COMPOSITE TOE CAP EN20345 - S2 - SRC**


Sizes: from 35 to 47.

Packing: 300 (on order).

---

**ART.GS.08WF LOW FOOTWEAR FOOD INDUSTRY WITH LACES EN20345 - S2 - SRC**

Low water repellent white shoe. Toe cap steel, microfiber upper. Light polyurethane sole. Indicated in the following processes: meat, dairy, food, pharmaceuticals, painters etc. (black color on order).

Sizes: from 35 to 48.

Packing: 1/10.

---

**ART.FTG.SPORTLIT INSOLE SPORT LITE - ESD**

Preshaped, removable insole, ESD, washable and antibacterial.

High performance in terms of comfort and energy.

Sizes: from 34 to 48.

Packing: 1/6.

---

**ART.GS.09CF GEL INSOLE**

Gel insole, to be adapted to the size of the footwear.

The gel absorbs the bumps and keeps the foot more relaxed.

Sizes:
- S (37/39)
- M (40/44)
- L (45/47)

Packing: 1/50.

---

**ART.BR.PEAK TABLET FOR INSOLE BGR 191**

Tablet for insole “MODULAR FEET”.

It is used to analyze the sole of the foot, to match the most suitable insole, to the conformation of the foot.

The semi-orthopedic insole has been designed to deal with the feet with anatomy. It helps to bring comfort together with the correct posture while maintaining the safety features of the shoe.

Green color for flat feet, red for high support, blue for medium support.

Sizes: from 38 to 46.

Packing: 1/10.
Safety footwear - under wear

**ART.Z3.01CKASC**
SHORT SOCK MOD. KAISER
cut resistant for medium seasons

- Composition: 45% cotton, 15% PP, 15% Amicor Plus, 15% polyamide, 5% elastane, 5% kevlar.
- Thermoregulating, breathable sock, specific reinforcements at the friction points with kevlar (anti-cut), antimicrobial.
- Colour: grey/black.
- Sizes: S (38/40), M (41/43), L (44/46).
- Packing: 3/120.

**ART.Z3.01CTUCF**
LONG SOCK “TUCSON”
cut resistant for medium seasons

- Composition: 45% cotton, 29% polyamide, 3% EA Lycra, 3% Kevlar (cut resistant).
- Socks for mid seasons, toe and heel in windshield yarn to prevent breaks at the most friction points with the footwear.
- Colour: grey/black.
- Sizes: S (38/40), M (41/43), L (44/46).
- Packing: 3/90.

**ART.Z3.01CMHRL**
LONG SOCK MOD. MOHAIR
(thermoregulated wool)

- Composition: 55% PL Thermolite, 25% PP Polypropylene, 15% PA Polyamide, 5% EL Elastic.
- Anatomical / ergonomic structure with differentiated compression zones have a toning anti-stress effect. The use of thermolite and polypropylene fibers, however, gives the stocking a high breathable and thermoregulatory capacity. Reinforcements placed at high friction points. Seams Extra finishing.
- Colour: as in the picture.
- Sizes: S (35/38), M (39/41), L (42/44), XL (45/47).
- Packing: 6/100.

**ART.Z3.01CACTL**
LONG SOCK SUMMER MOD. ACTION (Scotland thread massaging)

- A summer cotton sock, self-massaging with differentiated compression tones and keeps your legs rested, reduces walking edema and ankles and promotes circulatory flushes, well-known to those who stay for a long time standing.
- Colour: black.
- Sizes: S (39/40), M (41/42), L (43/44), XL (45/46).
- Packing: 5/100.

**ART.Z3.ELEK**
LONG SOCK “ELECTRO”
WINTER

- Winter sock, breathable and particularly warm, thermoregulatory, equipped with heel and toe cap (ideal for accident prevention shoes). Antiabrasion and anti-static, cut resistant.
- Composition: 38% Cotton, 20% Wool, 20% PC Acrylic, 11% PA Polyamide, 8% Kevlar, 3% Carbon No-Shock.
- Colour: only one.
- Sizes: XS (35/37), S (38/40), M (41/43), L (44/46).
- Packing: 1/72.

**ART.Z3.1228**
LONG SOCK MOD. CARVE SKY
(technical for winter season - thermoregulated)

- 55% PL Thermolite, 25% PP Polypropylene, 15% PA Polyamide, 5% EL Elastic.
- Anatomical / ergonomic structure with differentiated compression zones have a toning anti-stress effect. The use of thermolite and polypropylene fibers, however, gives the stocking a high breathable and thermoregulatory capacity. Reinforcements placed at high friction points. Seams Extra finishing.
- Colour: as in the picture.
- Sizes: S (35/38), M (39/41), L (42/44), XL (45/47).
- Packing: 6/100.
Safety footwear - under wear

**ART.Z3.01CACTC**

SHORT SOCK SUMMER MOD. ACTION (Scotland thread massaging)

A summer cotton sock, self-massaging with differentiated compression tones and keeps your legs rested, reduces walking edema and ankles and promotes circulatory flushes, well-known to those who stay for a long time standing.

- **Composition:** 60% PA Meryl Skinlife, 30% PA Polyamide, 10% EA Lycra.
- **Colour:** as in image.
- **Sizes:** S (36/39), M (40/43), L (44/47).
- **Packing:** 3/120.

**ART.Z3.IPATGL**

T/SHIRT LONG SLEEVE THERMOREGULATED, TRANSPIRANT AND ANTISTATIC

Fabric: 96% PP hollow fiber gr. 150, 4% carbon “DRYARN”. This fabric is thermoreg. antifreeze for the winter season. It ensures a high degree of moisture removal while keeping the skin dry. Flat and soft stitches (no-stress).

- **Washable with machine at 30 °.
- **Colour:** blue navy.
- **Sizes:** from S to 4XL.
- **Packing:** 1/31.

**ART.Z3.IPASCZ**

UNDER LEG THERMOREGULATED, TRANSPIRANT, ANTISTATIC

Underwear pants made of 96% PP hollow fiber fabric, 150 grams, 4% carbon. This fabric is thermoregulating, against cold and antistatic for the winter season. Guarantees a high removal of body moisture keeping the skin always dry.

- **Washable with machine at 30°.
- **Colour:** blue navy.
- **Sizes:** from S to 4XL.
- **Packing:** 1/31.